Abstract. We report on WIND magnetic field observations at -6.8 R L downstream of the moon on 27th December 1994.
Introduction
Much of our current observational understanding of the solar wind lunar interaction is based on data from Explorer 35 in the late 1960's (see review by Ness [1972] and references therein), which showed the moon has no significant intrinsic magnetic field [Ness et al., 1967] , and therefore no bow shock or magnetosheath when located in the solar wind [Colburn et Copyright 1996 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0094-853 4/96/96 GL-013 54 $05.00 the plasma cavity. These create a IBI enhancement inside the cavity, and a depression just outside. This is equivalent to assuming pressure balance across the cavity boundary in a fluid treatment, in which the dips in IBI outside the cavity are associated with a density decrease created by solar wind plasma expanding into the cavity [e.g., Whang, 1967 
Discussion
In this section we outline qualitative models to explain, to first order, the observations of the lunar magnetic field wake presented above and in previous Explorer 35 work. We assume that the IBI variations immediately around the lunar eclipse period can be described entirely by means of diamagnetic effects operating at the boundary of the plasma cavity formed by the moon standing in the solar wind flow. We assume the moon is a perfect insulator, absorber and neutralizer of the solar wind particles incident on its sunlight face. Magnetic flux tubes are assumed to pass unhindered through the moon without developing a significant draping component. These field lines emerge into the plasma cavity which gradually refills via field aligned diffusion. Density gradients within the wake support a system of diamagnetic currents on and around the surface of the cavity in the solar wind flow. These currents are driven by gradient anisotropy drifts of ions and electrons in opposite directions, and the moon itself must be considered part of the cavity to understand the closure of the currents. 
